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Abstract

Detecting optical characters is considered as the main responsibility to
convert printed documents and manuscripts to digital format. In this article,
detecting Persian handwritten letters using the combination of classifiers and
features are assessed employing geometric and statistical sections' features. In
order to detect each letter, it is divided into two parts; the major and the minor
parts. Then, some features are presented for them. Preprocess algorithm prepares
the possibility to unify dimension features for multiple words and delivers them to
classifier for detection. The hierarchy classification can be obtained by separating
the letters. In the following, the optimal answer will be reached by using GA method
of different SVM, ML and KNN classifications. Extraction algorithm of required
features is proved by using the evaluation of the basis of PCA. Empirical results
represent classification of 94.3 and 92 accuracy in simple and multiple parts in 20
times repetition, respectively.
Keywords: Classifiers' Combination, Optical Character Recognition, Persian Handwritten,
Reducing Feature

1. Introduction
Using Heuristic Classifiers' Combinations will cause the automatic detecting of Persian
letters in mailings classification, detecting handwritten texts and etc. In this regard,
different computing methods can help people. Detecting letters will be performed in both
online and offline moods. Up to now, around 234 million people speak Arabic and this
society is known as Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). According to the similarity between
Persian, Arabic and Urdu languages, we can help people (more than those mentioned
above) by teaching them the computer networks. In this paper, besides reviewing previous
and current methods of letters' recognition, an appropriate method for detecting letters is
also presented.
2. Persian Letters Detecting Process
The process of detecting letters in continuous and discontinuous modes are shown in
Figure1.
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Figure 1. Letters detecting process

2.1. Getting photo of database

Hoda Handwritten numbers collection, the first Persian handwritten numbers collection,
includes of 102353 black and white handwritten samples with the resolution of 200 dots
per inch. Number of training samples is 6000 samples from each class and the number of
experimental samples is 2000 samples from each class. Various methods were applied in
this database to detect letters [1]. Tree decision method and genetic algorithm were
present with the accuracy of 97.83 to 98.89 [2, 3]. Used classifiers were KNN[2], SVD[4],
SVM [5] and the combination of classifiers [6]. Because of having details in letters,
getting photo must be without slip and shadow.
2.2. Preprocess

In order to make a binary photo, conventional method was used. Sauvola, Otsu and
Shafait methods [7,19] were simulated and the results showed the highest practicality of
Shafait method in reducing the process time and in contrast improvement over the two
other methods. Detecting gray shades will easily remove water markers and background
from gray photos including black texts. On the other hand, detecting and removing water
markers from scanned photos is not possible using this method due to black and white
points. Thus, they can be removed by finding the letters frameworks [8]. In the following,
tilt lines were removed in two steps. First, low-pass filter was used to stick letters and
each line was saved separately. Then, using a ratio of length and width, line angle was
calculated and rotated. In Figure 2, these lines are shown after angle correction [9].

Figure2. Line Segmentation and Baseline Detectionin OCR

2.3. Segmentation

Segmentation characters include three parts. 1) Detecting lines from each other [10]. 2)
Detecting words, 3) Detecting second part words.
3. Feature Extraction
In order to categorize letters, first we have to define the term extracting letters'
characteristics. We can use categories to detect Persian handwritten letters. For this
purpose, we have to explain features we used and then present techniques to extract these
features. The main purpose of this part is to express those features which include Persian
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letters and are considered as good norms for category. These features are classified into
two groups and in each one a set of special features are investigated. These groups include
Template Features (pattern) and Statistical Features.
3.1. Template Features (pattern)

In this section, features related to the writing pattern of each letter will be investigated.
These features will be presented without a complex calculation and are based on the way
of writing and natural form of letters which contain:
1) Number of sections
2) Position of sections
3) The kind of sections (sections detection)
4) The combination of letters (set of constituent characters' directions).
3.1.1. Number of sections

The majority of letters contain more than one section including point, diagonal line and
etc. This feature helps us to separate letters from each other, especially for those letters
with similar main body that have different extra sections in their natural forms. For
example, by using this feature we can easily distinguish between " "سand its dotted
counterpart ""ش. In table 1, letters are categorized based on the number of sections.
No.
1
2
3
4

Table1. Categories of letters based on the number of sections
Number of sections
Letters
-  ه-  و-  م- ل-  ع-  ص-  س-  ر-  د-  ح- ا
Single part
ي
ژ-ز-ذ-خ-چ-ج-ث-ت-پ-ب-آ
Bipartite
گ–ن-ک-ق-ف-غ-ط-ض-شThree part
گ–ظ-ق-ش-ژ-چ-ث-ت-پ
Quartet
ژ–ش-چ-ث-پ

The repetition of letters in multiple sections is for variety of letter's sections writing.
For example, we can write the extra section of letter"  "پin three ways: 1) Three separate
points, 2) Two points with a point and 3) Three points together.
3.1.2. The position of second section (if it presents)

This feature represents the position of placing extra sections to the main body of written
letter. This feature as above one is helpful for separating letters with similar body and
different extra sections. For example, placing points above the letter " "ثand below the
letter " "پcause the separation of these two letters from each other. It is worthy to mention
that this feature is only usable for at least bipartite letters. Table 2 categorizes letters
according to position of extra sections.
Table2. Categorizing letters based on the position of extra sections
The position of extra section
Above
below

letters
-  ک-  ق-  ف-  غ-  ظ-  ض- ش-ژ-ز-ذ-خ-ث-ت-آ
ن-گ
ج–چ-پ-ب
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3.1.3. Types of sections (Detecting sections)

In Persian, extra sections belong to one of these categories. Such as points, diagonal
line, handle and tilde. This feature (section type) make it possible to separate letters from
each other and place them in different categories. Therefore, we will investigate these
four forms:
Table 3. Categorizing letters based on the type of extra sections
No.

Section type

1

One-point

2
3
4
5
6
7

Two-points
Three-points
diagonal line
Handle
Tilde
No-point

Letters
-غ-ظ-ض-ز-ذ-خ-ج-ب
ف–ن
ت–ق
 چ–ش-  ژ-  ث- پ
ک– گ
ط –ظ
آ
 ی-  ه-  و-  م-  ل-  ع-  ص-  س- ر-  د- ح

1) Points: Using points, we can separate letters from each other. In this way, they are
divided into four types; No-point, one-point, two-point and three-point. This method
helps us to distinguish significant numbers of letters.
2) Diagonal line: This feature helps us to separate two letters either from the whole
letters or from each other. Letters " "کand " "گare distinguished in this way by using this
method.
3) Handle: This feature like the previous one will cause the separation of two letters
" "طand " "ظfrom each other.
4) Tilde: At last, tilde feature will cause the separation of " "آfrom other letters. Table
3 shows the letters' category based on their sections.
3.1.4. The combinatory directions of letters (set of constituent letters)

Writing structure of each Persian letter include a set of different directions with unique
arrangement. Considering this feature in vertical and horizontal axis, each letter can be
placed in different category and each letter can be separated easily from each other. Figure
3 shows letter " "حwith the formed combinatory directions of it in X and Y axes and
Figure 4 shows NRL feature extracted from ‘ ’دletter.

Figure3. The combinatory directions of " "حletter
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Figure4. Feature NRL from letter ‘'د

3.2. Statistical features

Those features which require complicated computing and are the results of letter's
statistical information are called "statistical features". These statistical features are as
below:
1. Zoning[11].
2. 17 Geometric properties [12, 19,20].
In this article, the starting point framework will be calculated and then, this point will
be stick clockwise to its closest neighboring point. The movement direction from
beginning to end is as a signal including 8 numbers. The rotation of the pen is shown in
Figure 5.

Figure5. Detecting the pen direction in writing a letter[14]

3.3. Feature reduction

In feature extraction, section's features (section's numbers, second section position (if it
exists) , 40 Projection signal of the base section, statistical features (zoning and 17
geometric properties) ,NRL features and movement structural signal were calculated [15].
Emerging of high volume information, researchers focus on size and data dimensions'
reduction in order to save both the time and the used memory[16].
Moreover, the number of requests for using different programs of system in limited
speed and limited memory is increasing. In dimension reduction method, system removes
the less important extracted features from the data collection sample. Special samples of
these techniques are Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [17], Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD), Random Projection (RP) and Mean-variance method.
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PCA is a linear transform which has been widely used in data analysis and compression.
The following presentation is adapted from [18]. Principal component analysis is based
on the statistical representation of a random variable. Suppose we have a random vector
population x, where shown in (1):
é X1 ù
êX ú
2
X = ê ú
ê M ú
%
ê ú
ëê X p ûú
'
1
'
2

Y1 = a
%
Y2 = a
%

(1)

X = a 11 X 1 + a 12 X 2 + L + a 1p X p
%
X = a 21 X 1 + a 22 X 2 + L + a 2p X p
%
M

Yp = a'p X = a p1 X 1 + a p2 X 2 + L + a pp X p
% %

(2)

Var ( Yi ) = a Σa i, i = 1, K , p
% %%
Cov ( Yi, Yk ) = a'i Σa k, i, k = 1, K , p
% %%
'
i

(3)

Y is linear output by (2) and Eigen values is calculated and replaced. In random vector
X with covariance matrix S and eigenvalues l1 ³ l2 ³ L ³ lp ³ 0, the ith principal
component is and Eigen vectors given by (4) and (5).
Yi = e'iX = e'i1X1 + e'i2X2 + L + e'ip X p, i = 1, K, p
% %
σ11 + L + σpp =

p

å Var ( X )
i

i=1

= λ1 + L + λp =

(4)

p

å Var ( Y )
i

i=1

(5)

In base section feature part, three features exist. These features combined with PCA
technique and the Bayes classifier components 1 to 3 are given. Besides, direction features
will be classified by using SVM classifier in one against more. Results of these
classifications will be discussed in combination section. The final decision will be
reached based on the second section position.
3.4. Combining classification

Figure 6 presents process overview. This combination is obtained by Genetic Algorithm
[13].The proposed method is shown in Figure 6. GA optimized combined structure.
Figure 7 demonstrates GUI about OCR. GA optimizes accuracy and time consuming.

Figure6. The proposal flowchart
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Figure 7. The GUI proposal program

Single letters in Persian language consist of 12 groups. The simulation is repeated 20
times and Simulation results of single letter are shown in Figure 8. Multiple part letters
in Persian language consist of 20 groups. The Simulation results of single letter are shown
in Figure 9.
Error No. 64 True No.1015 Accuracy =0.94069
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Figure8. Classification result in method of combining classifiers in single letters
Error No. 82 True No.1068 Accuracy =0.9287
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Figure9. Classification result in method of combining classifiers in multiple letters
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4. Error detection
Although the proposed system is reliable, it is confronted with some errors in some
cases. In this section errors and their categorization is taken into consideration.
4.1. Main part confusing

This error appears in the main detection part such as some error samples. This part has
many kind. Some of errors has shown in table 4.
Table4. Error in detextion main part
sample
ک
ی

س
ص

ن
ت

ک
ت

ا
ک

Target label
Goal label

4.2. Point confusing

This error appear between ‘  ‘چ, ‘ ’ج/ ’’پ,’ ’ب/ ’’ز,’ ’ژ. Table 5 shows some error
samples.
Table 5. Some of letter confuse in point classification
Sample
ب
پ

پ
ب

ج
چ

چ
ج

ز
ژ

ژ
ز

Target label
Goal label

5. Conclusion
In this article, the combined method by the accuracy of 94 in single-part and 92 in multiparts for recognizing Persian handwritten letters is presented. The proposed method is
based on the body identification using geometric, directional and statistical features of
SVM classifier. Therefore, the accuracy of subdivision features classification was
increased.
Using GA, classifiers' combination directions were proposed based on the simulation,
time-consuming and accuracy results. But the remarkable point is a result of distinctive
groups' interference reduction degree. Source codes are available for reading and
classifying by C++, Matlab software.
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